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ABSTRACT

Healthcare systems around the world are beset by problems due to the lack of effective communication. 
Significant problems relating to patient medical record access, transition, and storage have persisted 
due to the lack of resources to adequately interact and track records between all main participants. To 
overcome this challenge, a nationwide electronic health record (EHR) solution may be utilized. To 
further enhance EHR efficiency, blockchain technology can be used to improve security, performance, 
and cost. In this survey, various literature proposing blockchain-based EHR systems are discussed, 
along with their benefits and potential research gaps. Also, the authors proposed a comprehensive 
architecture that could bridge all the gaps.
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INTRodUCTIoN

The lack of reliable medical records for patients is a serious issue faced by many healthcare systems 
in both developing and developed countries. The current medical data management system oriented 
by medical institutions does not guarantee the integrity and reliability of patient data (Chen et al., 
2019). As demand for care increases, the need for efficient resource delivery is indispensable. For 
healthcare systems reliant on obsolete methods, the implementation of an Electronic Health Record 
(EHR) system will help rectify issues dealing with human error, fraud, coordination, and trust. EHR 
is a digital repository of medical data which can be securely accessed and shared in real-time. EHR 
systems allow healthcare providers to serve patients effectively by having quick access to reliable 
information, but the added convenience comes at a cost of privacy.

EHR systems along with other technological innovations such as social media, smartphones, 
smart sensors, cloud computing, IoT devices, etc. are being increasingly used to improve everyday life 
but are collecting sensitive data at an unprecedented rate. The amount of generated data will continue 
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to expand as more people venture into the digital space. The importance of privacy protection is 
realized due to bolder attacks by cybercriminals to capture confidential information during this data 
surge. Blockchain can be used to safeguard the security of highly sensitive medical data. Blockchain 
technology ensures that the effort required to alter records (e.g., to commit fraud, etc.) always exceeds 
the benefits or gains resulting from attempts to alter records (Seitz et al., 2017). Blockchain technology 
enables EHR systems to withstand intelligent attacks by integrating efficient security measures.

Blockchain technology is transforming how transactions between two untrusted parties are 
processed. At any stage of a transaction, Blockchain will mitigate confidentiality and security 
issues, such as third-party trust, implying that with the introduction of Blockchain technology, all 
intermediaries or third parties are eliminated (Tanwar et al., 2020). Blockchain is a decentralized 
data structure eliminating a third party’s need to validate a transaction. When integrated into EHR 
systems, Blockchain provides key security upgrades such as prevention of illegal alterations of data 
through distributed ledger technology, secure and efficient transactions validated through clever 
algorithms, and reduced operations cost.

This survey provides an in-depth analysis of numerous pieces of literature proposing Blockchain-
based EHR systems. The writings were evaluated based on key factors such as the architecture, 
algorithm, data sharing from existing local EHR systems, real-life implementation, and performance 
evaluation. In addition, the survey focuses on the proposal of practical features such as integration with 
cloud storage, patient management of medical records, involvement of key healthcare participants, 
integration with unique patient and institution identifiers, and availability of a user interface. In the 
next section, the related works are discussed along with a detailed comparison of key works followed 
by research gaps, proposed high-level architecture, and the conclusion.

RELATEd woRKS

Many patient-centric, permission-based Blockchain EHR schemes have been suggested in the literature 
since the introduction of Blockchain platforms such as Hyperledger Fabric, Ethereum, and Azure 
Blockchain Workbench.

Intending to improve security and privacy, Tanwar et al. introduced a permission based EHR 
sharing scheme (Tanwar et al., 2020). They also introduced a smart contract-based architecture 
access control policy algorithm and a system performance optimization mechanism. However, the 
reusability of current healthcare records held in individual hospital files is ignored in this report. On 
the other hand, Dubovitskaya, et al. suggested a Blockchain-based permissioned EHR framework 
that can integrate data from local standalone EHR systems in different hospitals or clinics. The 
system suggested storing metadata and providing access only via Blockchain, with real health 
records being stored in the cloud (Dubovitskaya et al., 2020). Although this is a novel idea, actual 
patient sensitive EHR data is stored in the cloud and does not benefit from the immutability that 
Blockchain provides. The system proposed by Tanwar et al. was strengthened by Singh, Akhilendra 
Pratap, and his fellow researchers, who added a few additional modules such as chemist, insurance, 
and doctor’s appointment (Singh et al., 2020). Despite the authors’ systematic approach, the study 
overlooks data scalability and interoperability with existing EHR and healthcare databases. (Chen 
et al., 2019) proposed a Blockchain-based searchable encryption system for EHR, which supports 
patients, healthcare professionals, and researchers alike. Only indexes are applied to the Blockchain in 
the proposed framework, while real patient information is stored in the cloud in an encrypted format. 
There are many methods for encrypting data in the cloud and maintaining privacy.

Fu, Junsong, Na Wang, and Yuanyuan Cai suggested a new method for breaking EHR records 
into sub-messages and then constructing EHR shares to store locally on separate computer nodes 
and upload the indexes to the healthcare Blockchain (Fu & Na 2020). Using metrics such as disk 
write-read performance, memory consumption, network data utilization, transaction execution per 
unit time, and CPU use, Kombe and his fellow researchers evaluated the performance of popular 
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public and private/consortium Blockchain-based healthcare systems, with consortium-based systems 
delivering the best performance results (Kombe et al., 2018, 2019).

Blockchain-Based Deep-Learning as-a-Service was suggested by Bhattacharya, Pronaya, and 
colleagues. The system shares EHR records among multiple healthcare users and operates in two 
phases: authentication and deep learning to prevent collusion attacks and predict potential future 
conditions for patients (Bhattacharya et al., 2019). A Blockchain-based architecture was proposed 
by Bhavin, Makwana, et al. that allows access to the database based on user roles and improves the 
standard encryption mechanism by using a quantum blind signature to secure the system from quantum 
attacks by using hyperledger fabric (Bhavin et al., 2021).

R. Shanthapriya and V. Vaithianathan proposed a scheme that performs the cryptic operation 
using AES cryptography and Blockchains using hash keys. Furthermore, their proposed healthcare 
ecosystem includes a prediction model that uses a deep learning algorithm to diagnose a patient’s 
illness (Shanthapriya et al., 2020). Ekblaw, Ariel, et al. proposed MedRec, an innovative, decentralized 
record management system designed to handle EHRs using Blockchain. The system allows Patient 
management of medical records, integrates with existing local databases, includes healthcare 
participants, and uses Social Security to identify patients. However, cloud storage is not supported 
(Ekblaw et al., 2016).

Seitz, Juergen, et al. offer a variety of opportunities for automatization and digitalization in their 
paper. The paper addresses patient identification using German health care and highlights the usage 
of Blockchain technology for electronic prescriptions. However, integration with existing EHR and 
healthcare databases and cloud storage are not supported. (Seitz et al., 2017).

Conceicao, Arlindo F. da, et al. proposed implementation of an Electronic Health Records (EHRs) 
large-scale information architecture based on smart contracts as information mediators, where the 
patient owns their medical records in the proposed system and integration with cloud storage exists, 
but it does not propose any solution for data accessibility vs privacy (da et al., 2018).

Rifi, Nabil, et al. illustrate the specific problems and highlight the advantages of Blockchain 
technology in deploying a secure and scalable medical data exchange solution with the best 
possible performance. The patient is connected to other participants and is in control of their 
medical records (Rifi et al., 2017). There is integration with both off-chain data storage and 
cloud computing. It does not integrate with existing healthcare databases. In 2019, VM, Harshini 
et al. highlighted the patient-driven standard model framework using Blockchain technology 
(Harshini et al., 2019). The proposed model provides patients control access over their health 
records, the ability to share data with required parties, and grant access based on unique ID, but 
fails to integrate with existing data as well as cloud technology. Similarly, Shahnaz, Ayesha, et 
al. discussed a framework that could be used for the implementation of Blockchain technology 
in the healthcare sector for EHR. A framework for secure storage of patient data with role-based 
access is proposed, highlighting the need for a scalable system (Shahnaz et al., 2019). Off chain 
storage of data is discussed but there is no integration with the cloud and with existing data and 
does not provide the patient control over their medical records.

Zghaibeh, Manaf, et al. devised a Smart-Health (SHealth), Blockchain-based health management 
system where user identity is verified using the national identification provider, integrates different 
participants (Government, Hospitals, Clinics, etc.) in a layered system, proposed a unified national 
database to store all data instead of scattered data between various databases and patients control 
access to their medical reports (Zghaibeh et al., 2020). This is a very detailed paper but misses out on 
integration with cloud storage. Zhuang, Yan, et al in 2020, proposes a Blockchain model to protect 
data security and patients’ privacy, ensure data provenance, and provide patients full control of their 
health records where patients have control over their data sharing, allowing clinicians to view the 
patients’ details for the recent visit, links EHR databases by creating touchpoints, and patients have 
a Blockchain-generated global IDs without revealing their real identities. (Zhuang et al., 2020). This 
paper is comprehensive but misses out on integration with cloud storage.
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Dagher, et al. in their research paper proposes a Blockchain-based platform called Ancile for 
secure, interoperable, and efficient access to medical records by patients, providers, and third parties 
while preserving the privacy of patients’ sensitive information (Dagher et al., 2018). In the proposed 
system, various healthcare participants are involved, the patients maintain ownership of their record 
and manage the access for record sharing, party identification and verification are implemented and 
are built over existing system. However, the model does not integrate with cloud storage. Sharma, 
Yogesh & Balamurugan, B presented a system to use Blockchain technology to construct EHRs and 
make them more secure and private, with increased data access for patients and clinicians, although 
they only presented a primitive architecture (Sharma et al., 2020).

Cunningham & Ainsworth describe a model that allows individuals to select when and how their 
electronic health records are accessible for research purposes. In the proposed system, patients control 
the access to their medical records, and it’s inclusive for various other healthcare participants but, 
the paper does not propose an architecture or detailed implementation (Cunningham et al., 2018).

Ivan, Drew discusses Blockchain as a novel approach to secure health data storage, implementation 
obstacles, and a plan for transitioning incrementally from current technology to a Blockchain solution 
(Ivan et al., 2016). The proposed system grants patients access to medical records through EHR 
clients. The model, however, misses out on features made possible due to new innovations such as 
integration with existing databases and the cloud. Chen, Yi, et al. proposed a storage system based on 
Blockchain and cloud storage for managing personal medical data, as well as a service architecture 
for sharing medical records with cloud data storage and current databases (Chen et al., 2019). The 
model, however, does not provide patients control over their medical records or involve key participants 
required in a robust healthcare system.

Alla, Sujatha, et al conducted a methodical literature review to find out the research gaps and future 
research directions in Blockchain technology in healthcare research which highlights the high-level 
overview of Blockchain in healthcare regarding people, process, and technology, however, the work 
does not propose an architecture (Alla et al., 2018). Randall, David, and colleagues suggested that 
a decentralized benefits administration system can improve enrolment, eligibility, claims payment, 
and adjudication processes, hence increasing efficiency and minimizing systemic fraud, but they did 
not suggest a design (Randall et al., 2017).

Yang, G., & Li, C. present a Blockchain-based architecture for electronic health record (EHR) 
systems. The architecture is built on top of existing databases maintained by health providers and 
providers take primary responsibilities of maintenance of the Blockchain, including creation, 
verification, and appending of new blocks (Yang et al., 2018). The proposed system does not provide 
the patient control over their medical records, or validate their identity; in addition, there is no 
integration with cloud storage. Vora, Jayneel, and his team presented a Blockchain-based system for 
EHR storage and management. This also allows patients, providers, and third parties to have secure 
and efficient access to medical data while maintaining the patient’s privacy. The proposed system 
does not provide the patient control over their medical records or validate their identity in addition 
there is no integration with cloud storage or existing databases (Vora et al., 2018).

Liu, Jingwei, et al proposed a Blockchain-based privacy preserving data exchange model for 
EMRs called BPDS. In BPDS, the original EMRs are stored securely in the cloud and the indexes 
are reserved in a tamper-proof consortium Blockchain. The comprehensive model integrates with 
existing data and cloud storage, the records and access are controlled by users and are provided with 
unique identification (Liu et al., 2018).

Carter, Grace, and colleagues propose a novel strategy for a Blockchain and cloud computing 
network that uses Amazon Web Services and the Ethereum Blockchain to enable semantic level 
interoperability of Electronic Health Record systems without predefined data types and formatting. 
The proposed system Integrates cloud (Amazon AWS) to store large data, facilitates interoperability 
of Electronic Health Records systems via Blockchain, includes multilayer layer encryption security. 
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However, the system does not validate patient identity through unique identification or provide them 
control over their records (Carter et al., 2019).

N. Al-Karaki, Jamal, et al present a Blockchain-based framework, called DASS-CARE, that 
supports decentralized, accessible, scalable, and secure access to healthcare services including 
medical records. The proposed system provides access across healthcare providers, highlights the 
importance of interoperability with the existing local system, integrates with cloud storage to share 
records between providers, discusses tracking of patient identity, and promotes patient control over 
record sharing (Al-Karaki et al., 2019).

D., Akarca, et al. explored how Blockchain technology may facilitate the handling of health data 
in the context of regulatory frameworks, patient rights, cybersecurity, and provider-centric perspectives 
(Akarca et al., 2019). The paper discusses record sharing between patients and other parties, Users 
are presented as hash values instead of real identities, Patients have read-access and can give read-
write permissions to clinicians. However, the proposed system does not integrate with existing EHR 
and healthcare databases, does not validate patient identity through unique identification, and does 
not integrate with cloud storage.

To improve the hospital’s electronic health system, Liu, Xiaoguang, et al. presented a medical 
data exchange and protection strategy based on the hospital’s private Blockchain. (Liu et al., 2019). 
The paper proposes a lightweight data sharing scheme using Blockchain, which utilizes the cloud 
to securely store medical data. Pseudo identity is used for hospitals, doctors, etc. instead of real 
identification, the medical records from different hospitals and doctors are accessible when required, 
the patient controls the sharing of their medical data. In their research, Kassab, Mohamad, et al. provide 
preliminary results of a literature review on the adoption of Blockchain to support the management 
of EHR in health systems, a detailed analysis of Blockchain implementation for EHR systems, and 
a realistic challenge, but no architecture is proposed (Kassab et al., 2019).

Niu, Shufen, et al. propose a medical data sharing scheme based on permissioned Blockchains. 
The proposed system uses ciphertext-based attribute encryption to ensure data confidentiality 
and access control of medical data and Integration with cloud storage services to verify identity, 
store indexes, and retrieve keywords, but does not provide the users’ control over their medical 
records (Niu et al., 2019).

Donawa, Alyssa, et al. describe how sidechains might alleviate Blockchain bottlenecks, 
allowing well-known Blockchains to accommodate even larger medical systems with over 30 
million transactions per day. The paper proposes the usage of side chains to facilitate a large volume 
of transactions, validates identities through public notaries, and requires signoff from participants 
on record data accuracy (Donawa et al., 2019). However, the proposed system does not provide the 
patient control over their medical records and does not integrate with cloud storage for the storage 
of large files. Mahore, Vinay, et al. suggest an approach that focuses on providing researchers with 
healthcare data for statistical analysis while also maintaining privacy. In the proposed system the 
patient’s identity is created during hospital visitation, encrypted, and stored in the cloud, the patient 
can directly access their data and provide access to requestors, uses proxy re-encryption technique 
to share patient’s sensitive data, and utilizes Blockchain to connect separate eHealth care systems by 
resolving issues around trust (Mahore et al., 2019).

BiiMED, a Blockchain framework proposed by Jabbar, Rateb, and colleagues, aims to improve 
data interoperability and integrity in EHR-sharing. The system allows health record exchange between 
different participants, cloud storage (AWS) is used for medical data storage, it is scalable for a large 
population with user identification/validation, it highlights the importance of interoperability with 
existing databases, and the access management system shares patient data. The comprehensive paper 
however does not provide patients control over their medical data (Jabbar et al., 2020).

M. M. Madine et al. presented a system that uses decentralized storage of systems (IPFS) and 
trusted reputation-based re-encryption oracles to securely fetch, store, and distribute medical data from 
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patients. In the proposed system, patients control their medical data, are responsible for registering 
and sharing their data with requestors, government registered user identification is used for user 
identification, encrypted medical records are stored on off chain databases, and medical records 
are transferred to the patients automatically. However, it does not integrate with existing EHR and 
healthcare databases and does not integrate with cloud storage. (Madine et al., 2020).

The authors conducted literature surveys on the ANN-based text extraction model that could 
contribute to our work, in addition to the relevant works listed above.

With 98 percent accuracy, Roger Achka, Khodor Ghayad, Rayan Haidar, and colleagues 
implemented the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) method for text extraction from 64 different types 
of prescriptions (Achkar et al., 2019). Durjoy Sen Maitra, Ujjwal Bhattacharya, and colleagues devised 
a CNN-based method for extracting numeric text from handwritten numbers in Indian languages 
such as Odiya, Telugu, Devnagari, Bangla, and English. Bangla characters were 95 percent correct, 
Devanagari characters 98.54 percent correct, Odia characters 97.2 percent correct, Telugu characters 
96.5 percent correct, and English characters 99.10 percent correct (Maitra et al., 2015).

RESEARCH GAPS

In the previous section, various Blockchain-based EHR system proposals were explored, and their 
research gaps were briefly discussed. Table 1 provides a bird’s eye view of all related work and 
research gaps. In this section, these common research gaps will be examined. In numerous proposals, 
the Blockchain-based EHR system is unable to integrate with local EHR systems found in hospitals 
and other institutions. This is a critical functionality since existing systems contain vast amounts of 
patient data already. A truly comprehensive Blockchain-based EHR system must include the usage of 
existing data. The lack of storage for large files is a common research gap seen in many of the proposals, 
to access large patient related data on the Blockchain-based EHR system, off chain storage options 
must be utilized and secured. The ability to find patients based on national identity is a functionality 
missed by many proposals, to implement a nationwide Blockchain-based EHR system, the national 
government must be involved in identifying and validating patients or institutions. Examples of 
national identifiers include SSN in the United States or PAN in India. The Blockchain-based EHR 
system must utilize government resources to streamline the identification of all participants. In 
multiple proposals, steps on implementing the Blockchain-based EHR system were not provided. 
Rolling out a nationwide EHR system is complex, a proper Blockchain-based EHR system proposal 
should include an implementation plan. A common issue, especially in underdeveloped regions, is 
the dependence on paper records. To implement a successful Blockchain-based EHR system in these 
regions, the proposed system should facilitate the transfer of written records to the digital space using 
tools such as Natural Language Processing. Transferring existing written records would greatly reduce 
dependency on obsolete record keeping practices. The lack of key healthcare participant involvement 
in numerous proposed systems is the remaining research gap. To effectively set up a successful 
healthcare system, all participants must be involved. A brief system architecture will be proposed in 
the next section which resolves various concerns caused by research gaps.

PRoPoSEd ARCHITECTURE

In this section, a brief system architecture is visualized in Figure 1 to resolve the previously discussed 
research gaps. In the envisioned Hyperledger Fabric based architecture, the patient will read, write, and 
control permission to their individual medical records through a web or mobile interface. The interface 
is the user’s gateway to access various member services. The patient can share records with doctors, 
pharmacies, labs, insurance companies, and government institutions with specified permissions and 
set access for a limited time. The system will be integrated with government databases for accurate 
user and institution identification. In case the patient is unable to provide access, the admin user may 
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share patient details in case of an emergency. The admin user is provided with unrestricted access to the 
network. The system will be integrated with existing local EHR systems found in hospitals, allowing 
patients to import data via pull requests submitted through the mobile or web interface and it will 
also be integrated with cloud technology for the storage of large, encrypted files. To access a patient’s 
medical records, institutions must have a valid node on the network and request keys from the admin 
to login. The proposed system allows the transfer of paper-based records to the Blockchain network 
using Natural Language Processing algorithms, patients can submit paper records for digitalization 
through the web or mobile interface. Lastly, the implementation plan and result analysis details will 
be provided for the proposed architecture. The implementation of these key features will ensure an 
efficient Blockchain-based EHR system. A comprehensive system based on this architecture will be 

Table 1. Comparison of related works proposing Blockchain-based EHR system
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discussed in our future works, however, we have examined a case study with the Indian Subcontinent 
context in the next section of the paper.

CASE STUdy: INdIAN SUB-CoNTINENT

The proposed architecture is more contextualized for the Indian subcontinent due to sizable 
population of 1.4 billion. Indian health care system has coherent problems like, unavailability of a 
centralized medical repository, lack of transparency on medical records, frequent data breaches, and 
frauds. Thousands of patients’ COVID-19 test results were exposed on the internet through several 
government domains, which was one of the most prominent data breaches (Oommen et al., 2021). A 
similar scam involving a false COVID-19 test report surfaced about a large-scale pilgrimage in north 
India. This kind of fraud and data breaches, could be avoided with blockchain based EHR system, 
proposed in this paper.

In the proposed system, the government institution serves as a founding organization or trusted 
anchor, providing credibility and trusted roles to hospitals, pharmacies, insurance companies, labs, and 
other institutions. Participants with trusted roles have the ability to generate and distribute credential 
schema and definitions to the general public or patients. A patient could be authenticated in the system 
through an Aadhar number whereas participating service providers could be authenticated based on 
their Tax identification number or PAN.

Patients will be able to choose who has access to their information and who may alter it, 
although the government reserves the right to give access to an institution in an emergency. 
Individual hospitals will connect their EHR system to a Blockchain node and a web API with full 
access to their local EHR to convert any current SQL records to No SQL format for storage on 
the Blockchain. A hybrid data management approach is used to facilitate EHR data scalability, 
in which all key patient data, such as demographics, allergies, medications, and access controls, 
is stored in Blockchain, while sensitive medical files, such as x-ray and scanning reports, are 
encrypted and stored in private cloud storage.

Figure 1. Proposed Architectural Framework for Blockchain-based Healthcare System
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CoNCLUSIoN

Improved EHR systems will be essential to the advancement of future healthcare systems. Owing 
to the superiority of Blockchain-based systems over conventional systems, the ability of Blockchain 
technology to greatly impact the future of EHR systems has been recognized.

Blockchain-based EHR systems not only increase security, performance but help in many ways 
not limited to the below mentioned advantages:

• The health record is easily accessible and available.
• Reduces human error caused by prescriptions written on paper.
• Brings paper prescriptions into the system, which helps to reduce the influx of counterfeit 

pharmaceuticals.
• Connects to stand-alone health-care systems.
• Patient-centric: Provides full autonomy to the patients for their own records.

In this survey, the authors have outlined some of the more common problems that have arisen 
due to the lack of robust communication and monitoring infrastructure, discussed related papers that 
illustrate these concerns, and the ability of Blockchain-based EHR systems to address them. The 
authors have also highlighted research gaps and proposed an architecture that can be implemented 
to address all the research gaps. A detailed architecture and implementation strategy will be part of 
the Authors’ future work.
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